
French (Year 8)
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I can recognise 
information about 
describing myself and 
others

I can understand 
information about 
describing myself and 
others

I can write about myself 
and others

I can speak about myself 
and others.
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I can recognise 
information about a trip 
to Paris

I can understand 
information about 
describing at trip to Paris

I can write about a trip to 
Paris

I can speak about a trip 
to Paris

I C
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I can recognise 
information about where I 
live

I can understand 
information about where I 
live

I can write information 
about where I live

I can say information 
about where I live.

I can recognise 
information about my 
personality and my style

I can understand 
information about my 
personality and style

I can write about my 
personality and style

I can speak about my 
personality and style

Mastery Statements Emerging Developing Mastering Mastery Statements Emerging Developing Mastering Mastery Statements Emerging Developing Mastering

Talk about TV programs using er 
verbs

say what my favourite 
programme is

say what favourite 
programmes people 
have using different 
subject pronouns

Developing + I can 
conjugate verbs in the 
present tense and use 
ne...pas and ne...jamais

Say what I did in Paris Say what I have done 
during a week in Paris

Say what I have done 
using the perfect tense of 
regular verbs

Say what I have done 
and makes perfect tense 
verbs negative

Describe where I live

Give a description where 
I live and I can tell when 
to pronounce a final 
consonant

Give a basic description 
use irregular adjectives

Developing + use 
comparative advantages

Talk about films talk about different films 
and what I like to watch

Developing + I can use 
the verb être in the 
present tense

Emerging + I can use the 
verb avoir in the present 
tense

Say when I did things Say when I or we did 
things

Say when I or we did 
things using the perfect 
tense of irregular verbs

Developing + I can make 
the difference between 
the u and ou sounds.

Describe my home Give a description of my 
home

Give a description of my 
home and explain where 
things are

Give a basic description 
of my home and use 
prepositions

Talk about reading
Talk about different types 
of book and give my 
opinion

Emerging + I can use -ir 
verbs and -er verbs in 
the present tense

Developing + I can write 
extended sentences

Understand information about a 
tourist attraction

Say what something is 
was like

Say what something is 
like and understand 
information about a 
tourist attraction

Developing + use c’était 
and ce n’était pas + 
adjective.

Talk about my meals Say what I have had for 
breakfast

Describe meal times in 
my family

Developing + use the 
verbs boire and prendre

Talk about the internet
Talk about the internet 
using expressions of 
frequency

Talk about the internet 
using opinions and parce 
que and car to justify 
them

Talk about the internet 
using aller and faire in 
the present tense

Saying where you went and how Say where I went and 
how

Say where I/we went and 
how

Say where I/ we went, 
how and use the perfect 
tense of être

Discuss what foods to buy Discuss what foods to 
buy using quantities

Discuss what foods to 
buy and say how much 
to buy

Discuss what foods to 
buy, how much and use 
Il faut + infinitive

Talking about what you did 
yesterday evening

Talk about what I did 
yesterday evening

Talk about what I did 
yesterday using 
sequencers in extended 
sentences

Talk about what I did 
yesterday using the 
perfect tense of -er verbs

Interview a suspect Ask questions about past 
events

Ask about past events 
and form questions

Developing + form 
questions in the perfect 
tense

Talk about an event Describe an event Describe an event using 
time markers

Describe an event using 
three tenses

Talk about your personality Talk about personality 
and character traits

Talk about personality, 
character traits and my 
best friend

Developing + say what I 
spend hours doing, 
understanding adjectival 
agreement and use 
negatives

Talk about relationships Talk about relationships 
in general

Talk about relationships 
and justify my opinions

Developing + use 
reflexive verbs and 
possessive adjectives

Talk about music Talk about music/ 
singers I like

Talk about music/ 
singers I like and dislike

Talk about music/singers 
and give a reason for my 
opinions

Talk about clothes
Say what I normally wear 
and makes adjectives 
agree

Say what I wear and 
what I am going to do 
and use invariable 
adjectives

Say what I wear and 
what I am going to do 
using the near future 
tense

Talk about my passion Talk about my passion Talk about my passion 
using different subjects

Talk about my passion 
using different subjects 
and use all three tense 
together


